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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

Background 

The Building Resilience In Catchments (BRICs) project received funding through the Sustainable 
Management Scheme – Welsh Government Rural Communities – Rural Development Programme 
2014-2020, which is funded by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development and the Welsh 
Government. The project is managed jointly by Pembrokeshire Coastal Forum (PCF) and PLANED on 
behalf of a wider consortium of partner stakeholders who represent the local community from both 
local and national perspectives1. 

Building on the work of the Ecosystems Enterprise Partnership – Ecobank (EEP) project2, the intention 
of the BRICS project is to employ a payments for ecosystem services (PES) mechanism to develop a 
nutrient trading / offsetting scheme for the Milford Haven and Cleddau catchment. ADAS in 
collaboration with EnTrade and the Ecosystems Knowledge Network (EKN) were commissioned by 
BRICS to develop a Business Development Plan for the nutrient trading scheme.  The work to develop 
the plan is split into four work packages (WP): 

1. Drivers and Structures:  Shows the drivers for nutrient trading in the catchment and describes 
a proposed structure for a PES-based scheme.  

2. Quantification of nutrient reduction / Management actions / Fit alongside 
regulation/policy: Describes how reductions can be quantified and indicates which actions 
would be suitable for inclusion in the scheme 

3. Implementation Plan / Financing / Considerations for scaling or replicating approach: Sets 
out how the scheme will be implemented including inception, monitoring, review, 
roles/responsibilities, transaction models, and financial case.  

4. Final Report and recommendations: Pulls together outputs for WP1-3.  

 

This is the report for WP1. The specific requirements set out by the BRICs consortium are that WP1 
should show: 

I. Range of Schemes and Drivers: The range of different schemes that are possible, the drivers 
for their implementation and their respective costs and benefits;  

II. Implementation Structures: The implementation structures associated with a scheme, in 
particular who operates the scheme, how it is managed, operating costs, how it is regulated 
including what connection there would be to regulatory permits and planning conditions, how 
it is monitored to ensure compliance, and how agreements can be ensured to deliver 
perpetuity of nutrient reductions and long term sustainability; 

III. Risk Management: The type of risks associated with the scheme and how the structure will 
identify, manage, and minimise these risks to all parties involved.  

 

                                                           

1 Refer to Appendix 5 for a completed list of Consortium stakeholders 
2 https://www.eepecobank.co.uk/reports/ 
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The detail in this work package was synthesised from a range of sources including previous work 
undertaken as part of project development (i.e. the aforementioned EEP report), policy documents at 
both a local and national government level, guidance from the BRICs consortium partners, NRW’s draft 
position statement on Nutrient Offsetting, and the expertise and experience of the ADAS, EnTrade 
and EKN through their involvement with developing and implementing operational PES mechanisms 
within the UK and elsewhere. 

This WP is presented as a high level overview and is structured in two sections, focussing on the key 
points, with a few minor structural changes to avoid overlap with other WPs. Evidence that is more 
relevant to the specific detail of implementation and risk management within the catchment area is 
presented in WP2 - WP4. 

Section 2 considers the range of scheme structures and drivers. Also discussed are who 
operates the scheme and how it is managed. The operating costs associated with the 
recommended Scheme are outlined in detail in WP3 and WP4 

Section 3 considers the implementation structures around connection to regulatory permits 
and planning conditions, how it is monitored to ensure compliance, and how agreements can 
be ensured to deliver perpetuity of nutrient reductions and long term sustainability, as well 
as the risk management, as these factors are also closely related.  

Details of the NRW draft nutrient offsetting rules, the survey carried out with the EKN membership, 
review of policy documents and a comparison of the BRICS requirements against the EnTrade model 
are presented as annexes.     

 

Section 2: Range of Schemes and Structures 

Stakeholders and Drivers 

A nutrient trading scheme is a mechanism by which entities (Sellers) within a given area or catchment,  
take up measures to reduce nutrient loading and are compensated for doing so by other entities who 
derive a benefit from the nutrient reduction (Buyers).  To enable the trade, these measures must be 
above and beyond the legal and regulatory requirement. 

The benefit can be a public good, a private good, or used to meet a voluntary or regulatory obligation 
to offset nutrient loading.  

In addition to Buyers and Sellers, there are a range of other entities which have a potential interest in 
the development and structure of nutrient trading schemes. This includes government (at all levels), 
the regulator, community representatives, local interest groups (e.g. NGOs) and third parties who may 
seek to perform specific tasks within the Scheme on behalf of the other entities (e.g. Scheme 
Management, Monitoring and Verification, Legal counsel). 

Schemes operate under the supervision of a Regulator and the aegis of Government. The policy 
documents reviewed as part of this report (Section 2.3.2 & 2.3.3) indicate a clear commitment across 
all levels of government, and from NRW, to the principle and detail of water quality PES, especially 
when developed and managed by community and catchment partnerships. The WG is supportive of 
these catchment-based holistic interventions as an alternative to end-of-pipe single issue solutions, 
but interventions funded will need to be over and above the regulatory minimum, which itself is in 
transition from the norm. The BRICs trading scheme may be able to play a role in this transition.  

There is no explicit mention of WG being directly involved in the nutrient trading scheme; they are 
developing their own Public Goods scheme (i.e. Sustainable Farming Scheme). However, there is no 
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stipulation that the two should be completely independent and indeed there are case studies in other 
countries of ‘blended finance’ where public money has gone into privately operated schemes and vice 
versa. For example, the Wessex Water nutrient trading scheme in Poole Harbour received some 
money on a trial basis from Natural England to fund land managers in the catchment, whilst Microsoft 
Ireland has contributed its own money to increase the upfront funding available for an Irish 
Government woodland creation scheme by €1,000 / ha.  Private companies and partnerships are also 
operating some of Ireland’s locally-led agri-environment schemes such as the Hen Harrier Programme, 
and although these still draw on public money the principle of public-private partnership is well 
established.  

The onus on developing and trialing a scheme in the area seems to be placed with NRW, who are 
committed to not allowing water body status in the catchment to deteriorate any further, and indeed 
aim to achieve good status by 2021 under their Habitats Directive objectives.  

There are potential challenges due to NRW’s role as a regulator which may create conflicts of interest 
and unwillingness of landholders to participate. NRW’s draft position statement helps clarify this 
situation by indicating that they will not themselves seek to operate the scheme, and sets out a formal 
approach whereby those looking to discharge obligations through a regulatory offset can obtain 
approval to establish a scheme. WG also has the powers to suspend or change legislation to create an 
environment conducive for a trial. This may be relevant if legal or regulatory hurdles are encountered 
at a future point.  

With regards to the wider stakeholder perspective, the explanations provided by several respondents 
to the wider stakeholder survey emphasised the close relationship between regulation, the availability 
of practical examples and the likelihood of ecosystem service trading taking place more widely. In 
particular, several respondents expressed a view that practical examples of trading schemes were a 
pre-requisite to changes in regulation to facilitate ecosystem service trading. Others pointed out that 
without regulation, there is no incentive for trades to take place.  This perception is reflected in 
discussions held with members of the BRICs steering group, in particular those of Welsh Water who 
stated that “we would need a regulatory framework in which to operate.  Currently NRW has no 
mechanism to offer us an offset in our end-of-pipe permit against actions in the catchment.  This is a 
fundamental impediment.” 

 

Scheme Management and Design 

Nutrient trading schemes can take a number of forms both in terms of scheme design.  The design 
chosen is dependent upon a range of key factors (e.g. legal liability, who manages the Scheme and 
volume/ease of transactions).  

The primary Scheme Management options are: 

 Buyer Manager - Agri-environment schemes are an example of a Buyer-Manager scheme 
where the Buyer is the government contracting directly with landholders. Third parties may 
still be involved in these schemes to perform tasks such as monitoring, evaluation and advice, 
but are not acting as the Manager. 

 Seller Manager - There are no known examples of the Seller-Manager model to our 
knowledge. This may be because of the potential conflict of interest between monitoring and 
enforcement although this could be mitigated by outsourcing these activities. 

 Back to Back - the Buyer does not face Sellers directly but enters into an arrangement with a 
Scheme Manager acting as an intermediary body. The Manager then establishes their own 
contracts with Sellers 
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 Facilitator - Buyer and Sellers have a direct contractual relationship with each other but are 
both supported by a Scheme Manager who sits outside these contracts.  The Manager retains 
authority for the governance of the Scheme but is not liable for the delivery (i.e. discharge of 
permits).  That liability remains with the Operator. The EnTrade model discussed above is an 
example of a Facilitator approach where EnTrade manages the scheme on behalf of Wessex 
Water but the actual contracts are between Wessex Water (Operator) and the participating 
landholders. 

 Exchange - an umbrella term that encapsulates a variety of approaches where the Manager 
takes on more contractual risk than a pure Facilitator, but differs from the Back-to-Back 
arrangement discussed above in terms of contractual settlement and transparency. 
Exchanges can reduce operational and credit risk to Buyers and Sellers as well as providing 
more transparent valuation and the potential for secondary markets 

In a Welsh context, NRW’s draft position statement on nutrient offsetting opens up the possibility for 
a third party to act as Scheme Operator3.  However, the statement later clarifies that the third party 
would not be considered by NRW as ultimately responsible for the scheme’s performance. As a 
consequence it is the Operator (e.g. water company, developer) who would retain liability for the 
delivery of the scheme (i.e. discharge of permit conditions) even if the management role had been 
discharged to a third party (e.g. BRICs trading body). Therefore the model for the BRICs trading Scheme 
in the case of nutrient offsetting is necessarily Facilitator only. This makes the most practical sense 
because if there was a breach in the offset leg of the transaction, enforcement action by NRW would 
be taken against the Operator (i.e. the entity holding the permit) and not the other parties (i.e. the 
landholders or the Scheme Manager) participating in the trade.  There is also no requirement for the 
BRICs trading body in the role of Facilitator Manager of a scheme to be regulated in the same was as 
Buyer – Operator.  

However, if the intention of the BRICS group is to use the BRICS trading body to accept a grant from 
government (e.g. to fund a pilot project) then the entity will need to be able to operate on a Back-to-
Back basis to be able to enter contracts with landholders in its own name. Such an arrangement would 
need some form of understanding or agreement that the liability of the Manager in the event of non-
delivery of environmental outcomes by the Seller is limited or waived. 

To our knowledge, almost all of the PES transactions that have taken place in the UK so far have been 
either Buyer Manager, Back-to-Back, or Facilitator model. The reason why these structures are more 
commonplace may be related to the underlying drivers acting on the Buyer (without which 
transactions do not occur), the extent to which the Buyer needs external skill-sets, and whether an 
intermediary is required to provide confidence and public profile to a transaction. 

The arrangement that we would recommend for BRICs trading body could be termed “Facilitator-
Plus” and is a hybrid of Back-to-Back and Facilitator models, managed by a Scheme Manager. The 
schematic below illustrates how it could work.  

The Facilitator-Plus approach opens up flexibility for the BRICs trading body, as Manager, to retain a 
lean and efficient corporate structure and capitalization. It can then contract out elements of the 
scheme (e.g. monitoring, design, and brokerage) to other bodies without having to take on additional 
liabilities (e.g. staff, funding gaps) that might compromise it in the absence of initial transactions to 
cover those costs (costs will be clarified within the final Business Plan).  But equally, it would retain 

                                                           

3As outlined in Section 2.2.4, NRW define the term ‘Operator’ as the person or organisation seeking a new or 
amended permit to discharge and who, as the permit holder, must accept full ownership and responsibility for 
the proposed offsetting scheme for the duration of the permit 
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the right to do these in-house if it preferred. Also, this flexibility may be required by prospective Buyers 
(e.g. a water company which could have its own catchment advisors). As illustrated above, a 
Facilitator-Plus model could, in time become more like an Exchange if the transaction volume were to 
pick up. Equally, if a regulatory driver were to change forcing a larger Buyer to come to the table then 
the Facilitator-Plus model is able to adapt to that Buyer’s needs, either by acting as Back-to-Back or 
performing the Facilitator role.   

 

 

Corporate Structure and Financial Arrangements 

Any entity established to manage the scheme would need to have suitable financial management 
arrangements so that it is sufficiently capitalized and liquid to operate and fulfil its duties as a 
contractor to the Operator (permit holder). We also assume that it would need some kind of corporate 
structure (to limit liability and to be able to employ staff and enter contracts).  

Our understanding is that BRICS is intended on pursuing a social purpose that is focused on a specific 
community and is not seeking to profit from the scheme or expand its operation into other activities 
where it might intend to profit. A charitable or CIC route is probably the more appropriate model in 
these circumstances than establishing a standard limited company. However, we cannot advise on 
which type of structure is best and would recommend that BRICS take advice from a Chartered 
Accountant before deciding which structure to adopt.  

Prospective Buyers will likely have the strongest interest to take some stake in the entity, especially 
as they would still be liable for the schemes as Operator. This model might create conflicts if there 
were multiple buyers ‘competing’ for contracts in the same catchments. Whether any of the farm or 
environmental organisations represented could take on these roles may depend on any potential 
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conflict of interest as well as limits to what they can do with their own funds. Other non-regulatory 
government entities could potentially have an interest, though this may be a concern for participating 
landholders who might prefer an arm’s length arrangement with government. However, if the entity 
is able to incorporate as a charity or CIC and can source its own capital independently of these 
stakeholders then it may be more appropriate to operate independently, perhaps appointing staff as 
the Steering Group sees fit.  

The exact financial arrangements will depend on the corporate structure, and a number of different 
approaches are feasible. A possible route would be: 

 Initial seed capital provided by shareholders or donors 

 If this is insufficient to establish a scheme up front and buyer finance is insufficient then BRICS 
applies for a grant (say, for example from WG to establish a pilot scheme) the grant would 
provide the ongoing working capital not just to manage that scheme but also to cover staff 
costs associated with advertising a full scheme to prospective Buyers. The number of staff and 
the roles they perform will depend on the extent to which the BRICs trading body intends to 
carry out tasks in its own right or to what extent they will be carried out by the Buyer and/or 
third parties. A leaner structure may be more prudent in the early phases where transaction 
volume and grants may not be sufficient to cover full staffing costs.  

 The flow of money between buyer, seller and manager will likely vary depending on the 
nature of the buyer and cannot be clarified at this stage.  

 An estimation of the costs associated with the specific design is detailed in WP4 

 

Section 3:  Implementation Structures 

Drawing on UK guidance on PES scheme governance and ADAS’ previous experience of other schemes 
a range of possible more detailed implementation structures has been considered, most specially the 
EnTrade/Wessex Water model as reviewed in Appendix 4.  The considerations are: 

 Regulation and Process 

 Perpetuity and Long Term Sustainability 

 Risk Management 

The following is a brief summary of the recommended model for implementation. Detail on exactly 
how various aspects are carried out will be provided in subsequent WPs.  

 

Regulation and Process 

 Follow the NRW approval process for regulatory nutrient offsets. Establish different processes 
for other types of Buyer and outcome in conjunction with NRW, WG and Buyers.  

 The set of measures and their cost-effectiveness for the Cleddau catchment should be 
addressed in WP2 and WP3.  

 At this stage there are too many unknown factors to make a recommendation on the 
transaction process and this will be considered in WP4.   

 A legal template should be developed based on other schemes, but emphasis should be placed 
on ‘soft’ enforcement through advice and support mechanisms.  
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 The exact form of monitoring will be explored in WP2 and WP3, and the scheme should be 
subject to a robust evaluation at a higher level.  

 Support to participating landholders is an essential element of an effective scheme and should 
a priority in the scheme design.  

 Pre-engagement with landholders and other stakeholders in the community is also essential 

 Consider outsourcing scheme design, brokerage, transaction process, monitoring/evaluation, 
and support/advice/comms to third parties where resourcing is not feasible internally and 
where independence may be valued by Buyer, Seller and Regulator. External support may be 
necessary to produce a scheme that meets NRW requirements (especially regarding expected 
changes in nutrient levels).  

 

Perpetuity and Long Term Sustainability 

 Use short term rolling contracts for measures with limited land use change, linked to a 
renewable permit.   

 Use long term contracts for measures with significant land use change where perpetuity is 
created by legal restrictions on reversion.  

 NRW requires an ‘uncertainty’ ratio to cover model limitations but a further trading reserve 
ratio should be included to cover external factors beyond the model predictions (e.g. extreme 
weather).  

 

Risk Management 

 Non-Compliance. Shorter duration contracts which are then re-awarded, break clauses or else 
more complex contractual structures as well as regular engagement with NRW.  

 Non-Delivery. Gradated, staggered payments and trading reserves.  

 Force Majeure. Contractual structure and trading reserves.  

 Perpetuity. Very long term contracts (more suitable to planning situation), or rolling contracts 
(for discharge permit linked) 

 Deadweight. Establish an evaluation programme and review.  

 Duplication. Set up and maintain a trade register that can be checked against other schemes.  

 Regulatory Baseline. Shorter, rolling contracts or more complex contracts. Prior agreement 
with regulator (grandfathering).  

 Credit. Contractual structure, gradated payments and shorter, rolling contracts. Use of 
financial intermediary to guarantee longer term obligations.  

 Reputational. Continual engagement, use of trusted intermediaries, manage other risks well 
to minimize other issues and positively promote brand.  

 Non-Viability. Review scheme complexity and payment levels. Improve engagement with 
Sellers and Buyers. Ensure regulator is linking permits to catchment solutions.   

Next steps 
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The intention of the BRICS project is to employ a payments for ecosystem services (PES) mechanism 
to develop a nutrient trading / offsetting scheme within the Milford Haven Waterway and the 
Pembrokeshire Marine Special Area of Conservation (SAC). This is one of a number of mechanisms 
that may be utilised to help improve water quality whilst also facilitating economic development in 
the area. 

The direction of travel in terms of policy across all levels of Government in Wales is favourable for 
catchment-based holistic interventions as an alternative to end-of-pipe single issue solutions. 
However the absence of published guidance from NRW on a nitrate removal target for the catchment 
nor nutrient trading as a whole significantly limits the incentive for trades to take place. 

As a consequence, the recommendations outlined in this WP are necessarily conservative (e.g. the use 
of a Facilitator-plus structure under the management of an independently operated Community 
Interest Company).  They take account of the need to limit the risk to all parties whilst providing clear 
guidance on the structures requited to enable a pilot nitrate trading process to get underway. 

Building on this proposed structure, the subsequent WPs will explore the following: 

 WP2 – Land Management Interventions to facilitate a trade - the most appropriate land 
management interventions within the Milford Haven and Cleddau Catchment and which of 
these would be most suitable for inclusion in the Scheme 

 WP3 – Implementation Plan - provides guidance for the Scheme including stakeholder 
engagement, tools for monitoring and verification of selected interventions, legal contracts 
and  

 WP4 - Business plan – explores the role a trading body could play in the delivery of public 
goods and a narrower more detailed explanation of a Nitrate Trading Scheme around the 
Milford Haven Waterway. 
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1 OBJECTIVES 

 Background and Requirements 

Building Resilience into Catchments (BRICs) is a Welsh Government (WG) funded project under the 
RDP Sustainable Management Scheme- The project is managed by Pembrokeshire Coastal Forum 
(PCF) on behalf of a partnership between Natural Resources Wales (NRW), Dwr Cymru Welsh Water 
(DCWW), Pembrokeshire County Council (PCC), Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority 
(PCNPA), Pembrokeshire Marine Special Area of Conservation Relevant Authorities Group (PMRAG), 
National Farmers Union Cymru (NFU-C), Farmer’s Union of Wales (FUW), RWE Generation UK Plc 
(RWE), Pembrokeshire Nature Partnership (PNP), PLANED and the Port of Milford Haven (PMH). 

BRICS intention is to develop and implement a nutrient trading / offsetting scheme for the Milford 
Haven and Cleddau catchment employing a payments for ecosystem services (PES) mechanism, 
building on the work of the Ecosystems Enterprise Partnership – Ecobank (EEP) project. ADAS in 
collaboration with EnTrade and the Ecosystems Knowledge Network were commissioned by BRICS to 
develop a Business Development Plan for the nutrient trading scheme.  The work to develop the plan 
is split into four work packages (WP): 

5. Drivers and Structures:  Shows the drivers for nutrient trading in the catchment and describe 
the structure for a PES-based scheme.  

6. Quantification of nutrient reduction / Management actions / Fit alongside 
regulation/policy: Describes how reductions can be quantified and indicates which actions 
are suitable for inclusion in the scheme 

7. Implementation Plan / Financing / Considerations for scaling or replicating approach: Sets 
out how the scheme will be implemented including inception, monitoring, review, 
roles/responsibilities, transaction models, and financial case.  

8. Final Report and recommendations: Pulls together outputs for WP1-3.  

This is the report for WP1. The specific requirements set out by the BRICS consortium are that WP1 
should show: 

IV. Range of Schemes and Drivers: The range of different schemes that are possible, the drivers 
for their implementation and their costs and benefits;  

V. Implementation Structures: The implementation structures associated with a scheme, in 
particular who operates the scheme, how it is managed, what is operating costs would be, 
how it is regulated including what connection there would be to regulatory permits and 
planning conditions, how it is monitored to ensure compliance, and how agreements can be 
ensured to deliver perpetuity of nutrient reductions and long term sustainability; 

VI. Risk Management: The type of risks associated with the scheme and how the structure will 
identify, manage, and minimise these risks to all parties involved.  

 Method 

A set of relevant information was identified that might provide evidence for how the scheme might 
operate including:  

• The EEP project outputs 
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• Local authority, regional and national government policy documents relevant to this area 

• NRW draft position statement on nutrient offsetting 

• The EnTrade scheme as applied to the Poole Harbour catchment as a possible model  

• A review of UK water quality PES schemes carried out by ADAS as part of its work to develop 
a water quality payment scheme in Northern Ireland.  

• Feedback from  BRICS consortium members  

• Online survey of members of the Ecosystem Knowledge Network targeted at their 
perspectives on the utility and viability ecosystem service (ESS) trading platforms 

Information from each source was extracted and aligned against one of the three requirement areas 
outlined above and then synthesised into a coherent narrative. The intention is that WP1 should be a 
high level structural overview. To avoid overlap with WP3, evidence that is more relevant to the 
specific detail of implementation and risk management is presented in WP3 rather than in this 
document.   

 Report Structure 

The report is structured in two sections aligned to the requirements of the work package, focussing 
on the key points with a few minor structural changes.  

Section 2 considers the range of scheme structures and drivers. Also discussed are who operates the 
scheme, how it is managed, and what is operating costs might be, as these factors are closely related.  

Section 3 considers the implementation structures around connection to regulatory permits and 
planning conditions, how it is monitored to ensure compliance, and how agreements can be ensured 
to deliver perpetuity of nutrient reductions and long term sustainability, as well as the risk 
management, as these factors are also closely related.  

Details of the NRW draft nutrient offsetting rules, the 1-2-1 interviews and surveys carried out, the 
review of policy documents, and the comparison of the BRICS requirements against the EnTrade 
model are presented as annexes.     
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2 RANGE OF SCHEMES AND STRUCTURE 

The objective of this section is to outline at a high, managerial level the range of different schemes 
that are possible and the drivers for their implementation. The options are analysed against various 
criteria to establish a preferred solution(s) and recommendations are also made for corporate 
structure, financial arrangements and costs as these are closely related to management structure.  

 General Scheme Structure 

A nutrient trading scheme is a mechanism by which entities (Sellers) that take up measures to reduce 
nutrient loading in a given catchment are compensated for doing so by other entities who derive a 
benefit from the nutrient reduction (Buyers).  To enable the trade, these measures must be above 
and beyond the legal and regulatory requirement. 

The benefit can be a public good, a private good, or used to meet a voluntary or regulatory obligation 
to offset nutrient loading.  

In addition to Buyers and Sellers, there are other entities which have a potential interest in the 
development and structure of nutrient trading schemes.  

Government: The source of environmental legislation, policy and targets. In most cases this is the 
national government (i.e. Welsh Government (WG)) though in the case of nutrients it is also the WG 
meeting its international obligations under the Water Framework Directive (and sub-directives) and 
Habitats Directive, or whatever UK equivalent will replace them after the Withdrawal Period.   

Regulator: A government or government appointed entity charged with delivering environmental 
objectives in relation to environmental aspects affected by nutrients (water quality and biodiversity). 
In this case the regulator is Natural Resources Wales (NRW). The regulator is especially critical when 
it comes to regulatory offsets as it is the entity which issues the discharge permit, and thus has an 
interest to ensure that the net result meets its own environmental targets.  

Third Parties: Entities other than those mentioned above which perform specific tasks within a 
nutrient trading scheme on behalf of Buyers, Sellers, Government or Regulator. The reasons for 
employing independent entities to perform these tasks could relate to the need to tap into specialist 
skillsets and economies of scale but may also be important as a means of ensuring impartiality and/or 
arm’s length relationships. Typical tasks would include: 

• Scheme Design. Designing the scheme including choice of management options, payment 
rates and schedules, application rules, verification, monitoring and evaluation frameworks, 
obtaining approval from Regulator, inter alia.  

• Scheme Management. Running the scheme as a third party on behalf of the participants and 
being responsible for its delivery.   

• Brokerage. Bringing together Buyers and Sellers into formal contracts.  

• Legal Counsel. Drawing up legal contracts and/or covenants to underpin agreements and 
provide security for outcomes and payments.  

• Verification. Checks and balances to ensure that outputs are delivered as per agreements.   

• Monitoring and Evaluation. Establishing to what extent outcomes are being achieved and 
how effectively and efficiently this is being delivered, as well as identifying any co-benefits or 
adverse consequences, along with recommendations for changes to the scheme.  
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• Advice and Support. Providing advice and support to participants, in particular to landholders 
to improve the quality of work delivered.  

• Communications. Advertising the scheme to potential participants and promoting the scheme 
once operational to share outcomes and best practice.  

Some of these tasks may overlap and in some schemes may be considered part of the same task, 
provided by the same third party.  

 Scheme Management Options 

Nutrient trading schemes can take a number of forms both in terms of scheme design and where the 
parties identified above play different roles as well as differences in overall scheme design. 
Differentiators such as payment mechanisms, range of actions supported, application rules, and legal 
obligations are considered in greater depth in Section 2.5. From a high level management perspective 
the form options discussed here differ in: 

• The extent to which the Scheme Manager is legally or financially bound to the delivery of 
environmental outcomes.  

• The ownership structure of the Scheme Manager  

• The efficiency at which they can handle high volume transactions 

• The ease at which they can process bespoke transactions 

The options are outlined as follows.  

2.2.1 Buyer-Manager 

The Buyer is the Manager. Agri-environment schemes are an example of a Buyer-Manager scheme 
where the Buyer is the government contracting directly with landholders.  Some Water Companies 
also manage their own farm payment schemes (e.g. Severn Trent, Scottish Water). Third parties may 
still be involved in these schemes to perform tasks such as monitoring, evaluation and advice, but are 
not acting as the Manager. 

 

 

2.2.2 Seller–Manager 

The Seller is the Manager. There are no known examples of the Seller-Manager model to our 
knowledge. This may reflect that the technical skillset to manage a scheme has not been historically 
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associated with land manager but it could also be because of the potential conflict of interest in 
monitoring and enforcement. This could be avoided by outsourcing monitoring and enforcement 
activities.  

 

 

2.2.3 Back-to-Back  

In a Back-to-Back model, the Buyer does not face Sellers directly but enters into an arrangement with 
the Manager acting as an intermediary body. The Manager then establishes their own contracts with 
Sellers. Again, third parties may be involved to support the Manager carry out specific tasks.  

 

 

2.2.4 Facilitator 

Under the Facilitator model, Buyer and Sellers have a direct contractual relationship with each other 
but are both supported by a Manager who sits outside these contracts. This manager retains 
responsibility for the governance of the scheme rather than the Buyer or Seller themselves. Such an 
arrangement is convenient where the Buyer (as Operator4) is still liable for the scheme because it is 
linked to their permit and they cannot discharge this obligation to third parties.  

                                                           

4 For the purposes of this paper and all other outputs associated with the BRICs project, the term ‘Operator’ will 
be defined using the definition provided by NRW in their Nutrient Offsetting Draft Position Statement (i.e. the 
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The EnTrade model discussed above is an example of a Facilitator approach where EnTrade operates 
the scheme on behalf of Wessex Water but the actual contracts are between Wessex Water and the 
participating landholders.  The Northern Ireland Land Incentive Scheme5 operating in the Derg 
catchment is a more complex example of a Facilitator model where the Interreg funding body (SEUPB) 
provides a grant to a consortium led by Northern Ireland Water, which then provides grants to farmers 
(i.e. a Back-to-Back model); but the operation of the scheme is managed by The Rivers Trusts. Other 
tasks (monitoring and evaluation) are provided by AFBI and Ulster University whilst the scheme design 
was carried out by ADAS. 

2.2.5 Exchange 

An ‘Exchange’ is an umbrella term that encapsulates a variety of approaches where the Manager takes 
on more contractual risk than a pure Facilitator, but differs from the Back-to-Back arrangement 
discussed above in terms of contractual settlement and transparency. For example, the Manager could 
act as the counterparty for both Seller and Buyer, as per a Back-to-Back transaction, but rather than 
securing individual matched transactions, there may be multiple Buyers and/or Sellers and the net 
offset is viewed on a holistic basic. Alternatively, each Buyer and Seller might be matched through a 
standardised contract but the Exchange guarantees the availability of an alternative should one of the 
parties fail to deliver.  

                                                           

person or organisation seeking a new or amended permit to discharge and who, as the permit holder, must 
accept full ownership and responsibility for the proposed offsetting scheme for the duration of the permit 

5 https://www.sourcetotap.eu/ 
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Exchanges can reduce operational and credit risk to Buyers and Sellers as well as providing more 
transparent valuation and the potential for secondary markets. They are also more amenable to offset 
arrangements where there are multiple buyers as well as sellers as the matching process can be 
viewed holistically rather than strictly contract by contract. They are best suited to scenarios where 
the contracts are simple and standardised and high volume is expected. Some models that might be 
described as exchanges in the literature are in reality Facilitator models because the Manager does 
not truly take on more contractual risk, but the Manager is able to streamline the transaction process 
to such an extent that it appears to operate as an Exchange. 

 Stakeholders and Drivers 

2.3.1 Buyers and Sellers 

Sellers in a nutrient trading scheme are usually agricultural landholdings with potential to impact 
watercourses and groundwater in a catchment. They may be motivated by: 

• Economic diversification. Loss of potentially uncertain and variable income from agricultural 
activities to be supplemented or replaced by a more stable income source.  

• Environmental objectives. Landholders may wish to improve their environmental footprint but 
lack the capital or knowledge to do so.  

• Improved efficiency. Certain interventions may reduce inputs without compromising outputs 
but represent a capital investment which limits uptake in the absence of a supportive scheme.  

In the case of the Milford Haven and Cleddau, the potential sellers could include all agricultural 
holdings within the catchment.  The complexity of multiple contractual arrangements between a range 
of sellers with different motivations for participating (as outlined above) highlights the need for a 
simple and yet robust Scheme structure. 

The rationale for Buyers’ participation depends on their objectives:  

• Public Good. Reduction of nutrient loading improves water quality with corresponding 
benefits for aquatic biodiversity, river and beach cleanliness, and human health/wellbeing. 
This is the main driver for government departments and agencies, but may also apply to 
private and third sector entities with Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) objectives. The 
most obvious Buyer in this category is WG and their interests are discussed below.  

• Private Good. Reduction of nutrient loading reduces the costs of water quality treatment for 
the water company, and improved water quality may increase visitor numbers and thus 
recreational spending for a variety of businesses operating in the catchment. The most 
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obvious Buyer in this category is DCWW but the absence of a clear regulatory driver and a 
slight variation in business priorities with regards to nutrient trading from the BRICs objective 
makes them unlikely buyer participants in the short term. 

• Offset Obligation.  Reduction of nutrient loading by a Seller may allow a Buyer to increase 
their own nutrient loading without an overall increase in the catchment load. This will also 
the Buyer to increase their economic activity and thus revenue. Shifting production from 
agriculture to other sectors of the economy may also create an overall economic boost that 
may meet some public objectives (e.g. housing, job creation, energy generation). There are a 
range of potential Buyers in this category including some directly represented on the BRICS 
Steering Group: RWE, PMH and other entities which represent a range of possible Buyers but 
are not Buyers themselves (e.g. PLANED).  The proposed scheme only has utility if there is an 
expressed demand to match the potential supply.  In the absence of a current regulatory 
demand, an understanding of the rationale behind the participation of these partners will be 
fundamental to the future design and success of the Scheme  

Buyers with the first two motivations may be willing to enter a scheme without a corresponding offset 
because they will derive a direct or indirect benefit which could be quantified. Buyers with an offset 
may be driven to participate either because it is a condition of a discharge permit associated with their 
increased economic activity (regulatory offset) or because of CSR reasons (voluntary offset).  

2.3.2 Welsh Government 

The following policy documents set out WG’s position in the area of PES, water quality and nutrient 
offsetting.    

Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 

The Act provides a more general set of principle for sustainability in Wales going forward which has 
an indirect relevance to the BRICS scheme. In particular under the “Resilient Wales” theme the WG is 
committed to “encouraging and supporting partnerships to develop and support environmental 
projects and innovation, provide expertise, collate evidence across all areas and highlight priority areas 
for action.”  

Water Strategy for Wales (2015).  

The document sets out commitment to an “ecosystems approach” considering water as one of a 
number of environmental aspects which require holistic solutions that are new and innovative. PES is 
set out as an example of an innovative market-based approach to enhance ecosystem services such 
as water quality and climate regulation. It goes onto describe a PES model with Buyers and Sellers, 
using water quality as an example of a market which is likely to be the first type of PES to be developed 
in Wales. They commit to reviewing legislation as required to enable the long-term establishment of 
this type of scheme.  

Environment (Wales) Act 2016 

The Environment (Wales) Act 2016 provides the scope for NRW to “…trial new approaches to how they 
carry out or deliver any of their functions and manage natural resources more sustainably”. They can 
develop new management techniques, assess nature based solutions (rather than end-of-pipe 
approaches), and develop best practice. Ministers have the powers to suspend specific provisions in 
environmental legislation to allow NRW to trial an experimental scheme.   

The Natural Resources Policy Statement within this Act sets out a clear principle of commitment to 
the concept of PES. WG is “…keen to explore the possibilities of attracting private funding to secure 
and enhance ecosystems services provided by land from the landowners.” and believes that 
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“Developing markets for ecosystem services is a crucial tool for delivering sustainable natural resource 
management.” They are also committed to create infrastructure and frameworks to support PES.  

Western Wales River Basin Management Plan 2015-2021  

The strategy sets out WG’s approach to meeting its commitments under the WFD for the river basin 
of which Milford Haven and Cleddau forms a part. Priorities for action include actions directly related 
to nutrient levels: reduced diffuse pollution, clean drinking water, habitat for fish and wildlife, creation 
of woodland for water quality.  It also includes priorities for other ecosystem services such as 
improving outdoor recreation, reduced flood flows and shade in river margins.  It allows water 
companies to develop and delivery catchment management options that improve water quality and 
deliver additional ecosystem services.  Catchment scale community action is mentioned where co-
operative groups are encouraged to improve water quality in their area.  

Regulatory Measures to Address Agricultural Pollution (2018) 

WG set out new regulatory measures that were introduced in 2019 and came into force in 2020. These 
include requirements for:  nutrient management planning, sustainable fertilizer applications and 
specific instructions on fertilizer spreading, manure storage standards.  These are already in the Code 
of Good Agricultural Practices (CoGAP) but were previously not compulsory. They have implications 
for what type of activity can be included in a nutrient trading scheme, notwithstanding any need for 
support to help land managers transition to a stricter regime.  

Brexit and Our Land (2018 Consultation) & Sustainable Farming Scheme (2019 Consultation) 

The consultation document sets out a proposal for a Public Goods scheme funded by WG. It defines 
improved water quality over and above regulatory compliance as of a set of public goods potentially 
deliverable by Welsh land but where there is as yet no private sector to deliver.  The scheme will be 
‘outcome-based’ rather than ‘output-based’ meaning that payments will be linked to the 
environmental benefit delivered rather than simply tied to the specification set out for each 
intervention.  Activities that could be funded would include habitat creation, cover crops, run-off 
control, riparian zones and erosion management as well as improved whole farm pesticide and 
nutrient management. The consultation considers the possibility of requiring longer-term 
commitments from WG and landholders (over and above the standard 5 year agri-environment 
agreements).  WG is also committed to providing an advisory service to assist land managers and 
developing innovative mechanisms to manage ‘risk’ of non-delivery against outcomes.  

2.3.3 Environmental Regulator 

There are two key documents which set out NRW’s position with respect to nutrient trading in the 
Milford Haven and Cleddau catchment.  

Cleddau and Pembrokeshire Coastal Rivers Catchment Management Summary 

This identifies that 42% of the surface waters in the catchment are at good overall status, 51% at 
moderate, 5% poor and 2% bad. NRW has identified the water bodies as being sensitive to nutrient 
pollution and the Milford Haven Inner water body would meet the criteria for designation under the 
Nitrates Directive.  Six water bodies are failing due to agricultural pressures and a further 11 are very 
likely to be failing due to this pressure. The Nevern, Western Cleddau and Syfynwy sub-catchments 
are explicitly mentioned as high priority.  

Achieving good overall status for all water bodies is a WFD requirement by 2026 and this is 
reemphasised. NRW is committed in the strategy to not allowing water body status to deteriorate any 
further, and achieving good status by 2021 is a stated milestone on the way to achieving Habitats 
Directive objectives for the Pembrokeshire Marine, Preseli, Bosherston Lakes and Pembrokeshire Bat 
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Natura 2000 sites. These objectives will be addressed through implementation of sustainable 
agricultural practices including education/advice and catchment management support to landholders 
and improved uptake of agri-environment options.  

However, the document does not set out exactly how much nutrient levels need to reduce to meet 
these objectives, nor does it identify who will be responsible for delivering the action at farm level.  

Draft Position Statement on Nutrient Offsetting 

NRW’s position is that they support the activity in principle as a means of meeting a discharge permit 
obligations and are willing to consider applications for schemes that are in line with Guidelines they 
set out.  

The document also describes a specific role not mentioned above: the Scheme Operator is an entity 
defined as “the person or organisation seeking a new or amended permit to discharge and who is 
proposing the offsetting scheme”.  The role of the Operator is to “scope out and devise the offsetting 
scheme, present the proposal to NRW and, once approved, deliver the agreed measures and 
monitoring activities”.  

NRW’s position on agents or intermediaries acting on behalf of the permit-seeking entity is 
ambiguous. NRW states that “The Operator may be, for example, a water company, factory, developer 
or any agent or intermediary acting on their behalf”, but the same document also states that “The 
Operator, as the permit holder, must accept full ownership and responsibility for the proposed 
offsetting scheme for the duration of the permit” and that “The operator is, free (and encouraged) to 
employ an intermediary, advisor, consultancy or contractor to work with farmers to deliver the scheme 
in the most efficient and effective way. However, the overall responsibility remains with the operator”.  

The document goes on to set out the procedure by which operators can apply to set up a scheme, 
what information will need to be provided in the application pack and after scheme approval and how 
NRW will act should there be deviation or scheme failure.   

2.3.4 Economic Regulator 

Some entities may be subject to economic regulation. For example, Water Company spending plans 
must be approved by OFWAT to ensure that consumers are being offered value for money. OFWAT 
are comfortable with catchment approaches (including farm payment schemes) as an alternative to 
end-of-pipe solutions and to our knowledge there is no specific approval required as long as the 
scheme is consistent with approved spending plans. Public sector support will be constrained by State 
Aid rules (or whatever replaces them post-Brexit), which limit the extent to which a government can 
support private operators even if the interventions have a non-productive objective. There is a process 
to follow under State Aid Rules but it may be moot to describe this here given the prospect of an 
imminent departure from the EU and uncertainty over future arrangements. 

2.3.5 Other Stakeholders 

It is important to note that a trading platform sits within a wider community of stakeholders whose 
motivations and objectives may differ from those mentioned above. The BRICS Steering Group 
(comprised of potential sellers, potential buyers, government (local and national), the regulator and 
local interest groups) is a good reflection of this wider community. This composition of stakeholders 
is mirrored in the membership of our project partner, the Ecosystems Knowledge Network (EKN). 

To understand the views on ecosystem service trading platforms of a range of stakeholders who are 
external to the project area, an online survey focusing on the prospects was undertaken in early 2019. 
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A total of 25 responses were received, which represented a cross section of participating sectors 
(Figure 2-1). 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Backgrounds of the Survey Respondents 

All except three of the responses were from people working within the UK. When asked about their 
interest in trading ecosystem services, the respondents placed themselves in the following categories: 

 Supply side Buyer side Intermediary 

Prospective 8 5 16 

Active 2 1 3 

 

As shown in Figure 2, participants recognised a range of challenges with implementing new platforms 
for trading ecosystem services. Data-related challenges were the top-ranking issue for respondents. 
This result may have been closely related to the other challenges presented in the survey, including 
the reliability of suppliers. One participant, for example, reported that “sellers need tools to allow 
them to quantify and therefore give buyers this confidence.” 

All of the other challenges were recognised as important. This included the challenge of finding buyers, 
which many respondents on the supply side referred to.  One respondent exemplified this by saying 
that “Either there is a plurality of beneficiaries who can't be pinned down or else there might be a 
single or few buyers who don't want to pay polluters.” 
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Figure 2-2: Principal challenges recognised by survey participants (note that a lower score denotes 
a higher priority) 

The explanations provided by several respondents emphasised the close relationship between 
regulation, the availability of practical examples and the likelihood of ecosystem service trading taking 
place more widely. In particular, several respondents expressed a view that practical examples of 
trading schemes were a pre-requisite to changes in regulation to facilitate ecosystem service trading. 
Others pointed out that without regulation, there is no incentive for trades to take place.  This 
perception is reflected in the survey responses from the BRICs steering group, in particular those of 
Welsh Water who stated that “we would need a regulatory framework in which to operate.  Currently 
NRW has no mechanism to offer us an offset in our end-of-pipe permit against actions in the 
catchment.  This is a fundamental impediment.” 

2.3.6 Stakeholders and Drivers Summary 

A nutrient trading scheme requires Buyers and Sellers supported by Third Parties who are committed 
to providing specific tasks. Schemes operate under the supervision of a Regulator and the aegis of 
Government. A scheme could potentially incorporate Buyers acting from private good, public good, 
voluntary offset, regulator offset perspectives or a blend of each.  

WG’s documents set out a clear commitment to the principle and detail of water quality PES, especially 
where developed and managed by community and catchment partnerships. The WG is supportive of 
catchment-based holistic interventions as an alternative to end-of-pipe single issue solutions, but 
interventions funded will need to be over and above the regulatory minimum, which itself is in 
transition from the norm. The BRICs trading scheme may be able to play a role in this transition.  

There is no explicit mention of WG being directly involved in the nutrient trading platform; they are 
developing their own Public Goods scheme. However, there is no stipulation that the two should be 
completely independent and indeed there are case studies in other countries of ‘blended finance’ 
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where public money has gone into privately operated schemes and vice versa. For example, the 
Wessex Water nutrient trading scheme in Poole Harbour received some money on a trial basis from 
Natural England to fund land managers in the catchment, whilst Microsoft Ireland has contributed its 
own money to increase the upfront funding available for an Irish Government woodland creation 
scheme by €1,000 / ha.  Private companies and partnerships are also operating some of Ireland’s 
locally-led agri-environment schemes such as the Hen Harrier Programme, and although these still 
draw on public money the principle of public-private partnership is well established.  

The onus on developing and trialing a scheme in the area seems to be placed with NRW, who are 
committed to not allowing water body status in the catchment to deteriorate any further, and indeed 
aim to achieve good status by 2021 under their Habitats Directive objectives.  

There are potential challenges due to NRW’s role as a regulator which may create conflicts of interest 
and unwillingness of landholders to participate. NRW’s draft position statement helps clarify this 
situation by indicating that they will not themselves seek to operate the scheme, and sets out a formal 
approach whereby those looking to discharge obligations through a regulatory offset can obtain 
approval to establish a scheme. WG also has the powers to suspend or change legislation to create an 
environment conducive for a trial. This may be relevant if legal or regulatory hurdles are encountered 
at a future point.  

With regards to the wider stakeholder perspective, the explanations provided by several respondents 
to the wider stakeholder survey emphasised the close relationship between regulation, the availability 
of practical examples and the likelihood of ecosystem service trading taking place more widely. In 
particular, several respondents expressed a view that practical examples of trading schemes were a 
pre-requisite to changes in regulation to facilitate ecosystem service trading. Others pointed out that 
without regulation, there is no incentive for trades to take place.  This perception is reflected in 
discussions held with members of the BRICs steering group, in particular those of Welsh Water who 
stated that “we would need a regulatory framework in which to operate.  Currently NRW has no 
mechanism to offer us an offset in our end-of-pipe permit against actions in the catchment.  This is a 
fundamental impediment.” 

 Analysis of Scheme Management Options 

The relative merits of the five options (Buyer-Manager, Seller-Manager, Back-to-Back, Facilitator, 
Exchange) are considered from the perspective of the following set of criteria: 

• Legal and Financial Risks. Different models expose the entity with management responsibility 
to different levels of legal and financial risk.   

• Independent or Non-Independent Scheme Manager. In two of the models, the Scheme 
Manager is also the Buyer and Seller, whereas in the other three the entity is a Third Party.  

• Flexibility. The Scheme needs to be flexible enough to potentially include multiple 
interventions, multiple Buyers and potentially more than just nutrient offsets.  

• Regulatory. The Scheme needs to be compliant with regulatory requirements.  

2.4.1 Legal and Financial Risks 

The Back-to-Back and Exchange models would expose the Scheme Manager to various legal and 
financial risks. These models would require the Scheme Manager to guarantee delivery of 
environmental outcomes to a greater or lesser degree to the Buyer. In Buyer-Manager models a failure 
of the Seller to deliver may create a regulatory problem for the Buyer (e.g. terms of a discharge permit) 
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and is managed through contractual, enforcement and/or engagement relationships with the Seller 
(in which the facilitator could play an important role).   

There are no Seller-Manager examples in practice, but in theory a Seller would need to govern 
themselves which may require some additional legal guarantee (e.g. a restrictive covenant) or third 
party assurance model to satisfy prospective Buyers. This may be less of a concern if the Seller is itself 
a land-owning environmental trust or NGO. Facilitator models do not expose Managers to financial or 
legal consequences if a transaction fails to deliver outcomes, though of course there may be indirect 
implications from any loss of reputation in the event of a project failure.   

2.4.2 Independence 

Having an independent Scheme Manager (Back-To-Back, Facilitator, Exchange) could be seen as an 
advantage in the sense of mitigating disputes between parties and providing confidence in the scheme 
to a regulator or verification body.  However, it also complicates the transaction process by adding an 
additional institution (especially in the case of a Back-to-Back or Exchange model) which would need 
its own capital, staff and capacity to manage risks. Buyer or Seller Operated schemes are likely to be 
effective when the environmental outcomes being traded are within the remit of the Buyer and Sellers 
control and expertise (for example a Water Company dealing with nitrate or a farmer group dealing 
with mitigation options involving minimal land use change).  They are less likely to be expandable 
when there are multiple environmental outcomes at stake requiring different buyers and different 
landholders. If this is desirable then it may be best to consider another option at the outset where the 
Scheme Manager is independent.  

2.4.3 Flexibility 

The other models (Back to Back, Facilitator, and Exchange) would all have that inherent flexibility to 
pursue multiple buyers, sellers and outcomes. In the Back-to-Back approach the Scheme Manager 
would have to be very confident in their knowledge of not just one, but multiple buyers, sellers and 
outcomes in order to intermediate and take on those risks. The Facilitator and Exchange models would 
limit this risk to varying degrees though the Scheme Manager would still need to be provide this 
knowledge in-house or via third parties in order to accommodate more complexity. A Facilitator model 
is more likely to be able to broker more bespoke transactions but may be inefficient if transaction 
volume becomes large, whilst an Exchange could offer a more cost-effective solution if deals are 
regular and commonplace. A Facilitator model could potentially transform into an Exchange model if 
transaction costs ever became a limiting factor. It would be more challenging for Buyer or Seller 
operated schemes to evolve in this way, but it is not unfeasible (e.g. by spinning off a company).   

2.4.4 Regulatory 

NRW’s draft position statement on nutrient offsetting opens up the possibility for third party to act as 
Operator6, but later clarifies that the third party would not be considered by NRW as ultimately 
responsible for the scheme’s performance.  So, although it is feasible for the Buyer not to be the 
Operator, for a regulatory offset they will still be considered liable for the scheme’s operation. Should 
there be any breach of the scheme from a regulatory perspective, the Operator would be liable to 

                                                           

6As outlined in Section x.x NRW define the term ‘Operator’ as the person or organisation seeking a new or 
amended permit to discharge and who, as the permit holder, must accept full ownership and responsibility for 
the proposed offsetting scheme for the duration of the permit 
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NRW under the Environmental Permitting Regulations but the Operator may be able to seek its own 
remedies under whatever legal agreements it has with third parties and/or landholders. 

This does not mean that a Back-to-Back arrangement is unworkable. If the contract between Buyer 
and the Scheme Manager were watertight with sufficient legal remedy on the Manager in the event 
of scheme failure and NRW enforcement, this model could function well. In the light of the NRW’s 
draft position statement, an Exchange approach would also face the same difficulty as the Buyers 
would be unable to discharge their obligations to the Exchange thus reducing the efficiency of this 
model, especially where there are multiple buyers. The Back-to-Back arrangement would work for 
water quality projects if the Buyer were the Government itself, not seeking to discharge permitting 
requirements but as a source of public money to pay for an ecosystem service or public good via a 
grant. This may provide ‘blended finance’ necessary to kick-start a pilot project or else to act as an 
alternative to current agri-environment models. 

However, the draft position statement is unlikely to be transferable to biodiversity offsets where the 
preferred model is somewhat different: in biodiversity mitigation arrangements managed by the 
Environment Bank in England in relation to planning conditions, the developer discharges their 
obligation by purchasing credits from the Environment Bank on an up-front basis. The Environment 
Bank then enters into contracts with landholders to secure the desired mitigation.  

2.4.5 Scheme Management Conclusions  

Because NRW consider the Operator to be liable for the delivery of the scheme (i.e. discharge of 
permit conditions) and this cannot be discharged, the model for the BRICs project in the case of 
nutrient offsetting is necessarily Facilitator only. This makes the most practical sense because if there 
was a breach in the offset leg of the transaction meaning, enforcement action by NRW would be taken 
against the Operator (i.e. the entity holding the permit) and not the other parties (i.e. the landholders 
or the Manager) participating in the trade.  There is also no requirement for the BRICs project acting 
as the Facilitator Manager of a scheme to be regulated in the same was as Buyer – Operator.  

However, if the intention of the BRICS group is to use the BRICs trading body to accept a grant from 
government (e.g. to fund a pilot project) then the entity will need to be able to operate on a Back-to-
Back basis to be able to enter contracts with landholders in its own name. Such an arrangement would 
need some form of understanding or agreement that the liability of the Manager in the event of non-
delivery of environmental outcomes by the Seller is limited or waived. 

To our knowledge, almost all of the PES transactions that have taken place in the UK so far have been 
either Buyer Manager, Back-to-Back, or Facilitator model. The reason why these structures are more 
commonplace may be related to the underlying drivers acting on the Buyer (without which 
transactions do not occur), the extent to which the Buyer needs external skill-sets, and whether an 
intermediary is required to provide confidence and public profile to a transaction. 

The arrangement that we would recommend for BRICs trading body could be termed “Facilitator-
Plus” and is a hybrid of Back-to-Back and Facilitator models, managed by a Scheme Manager. The 
schematic below illustrates how it could work.  

The Facilitator-Plus approach opens up flexibility for the Scheme Manager to retain a lean and efficient 
corporate structure and capitalization. It can then contract out elements of the scheme (e.g. 
monitoring, design, and brokerage) to other bodies without having to take on additional liabilities (e.g. 
staff, funding gaps) that might compromise it in the absence of initial transactions to cover those costs 
(costs will be clarified within the final Business Plan).  But equally, it would retain the right to do these 
in-house if it preferred. Also, this flexibility may be required by prospective Buyers (e.g. a water 
company which could have its own catchment advisors). As illustrated above, a Facilitator-Plus model 
could, in time become more like an Exchange if the transaction volume were to pick up. Equally, if a 
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regulatory driver were to change forcing a larger Buyer to come to the table then the Facilitator-Plus 
model is able to adapt to that Buyer’s needs, either by acting as Back-to-Back or performing the 
Facilitator role.   

 

 

 

 Corporate Structure and Financial Arrangements 

Any entity established to manage the scheme would need to have suitable financial management 
arrangements so that it is sufficiently capitalized and liquid to operate and fulfil its duties as a 
contractor to the Operator (permit holder). We also assume that it would need some kind of corporate 
structure (to limit liability and to be able to employ staff and enter contracts).  

2.5.1 Organisational Structure 

There are a few of different organizational structures available: 

• Standard limited company,  

• Community Interest Company (CIC), or  

• Charitable structure (charitable company or charitable incorporated organization). 

A standard company has the most flexibility in terms of its governance but is most limited in terms of 
its access to certain grant and funding schemes and in terms of its taxation. A charitable structure can 
access a wide range of funding schemes and can claim tax relief on most income, capital gains and 
profits but is limited in terms of its governance arrangements. A CIC is a special form of non-charitable 
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limited company which exists primarily to benefit a community or pursue a social purpose. It offers a 
compromise between the other models by allowing for greater governance flexibility than a charity 
though without the same tax reliefs, but still with access to many of the donors who could not fund a 
regular company. However, once established a CIC cannot be converted to a standard limited 
company. It can only be dissolved and assets transferred to a similar vehicle or converted to charity.  

Another consideration is who the shareholders, directors (or trustees) of the BRICs trading body 
should be. With the exception of NRW In theory any of the BRICS Consortium members could take an 
interest. NRW would be restricted from doing so by its Draft Position on Nutrient Offsetting which 
explicitly rules it out from carrying out any duties associated with managing a scheme.  

2.5.2 Financing 

The entity will require sufficient initial capital to cover costs of setting up the platform, infrastructure 
and overheads incurred before any revenue can be generated from activity. Thereafter, the entity will 
need ongoing capital to cover costs associated with brokerage, transactions, monitoring, evaluation, 
advice, enforcement, and communications/engagement. If the corporate structure is likely to be a CIC 
or charitable route then then probable routes include: 

• Initial capital is provided by means of a grant, philanthropic gesture or else by the 
shareholders, depending on the exact ownership model.  This could be: 

o A large sum intended to cover all of the set up costs,  

o A small amount of seed money which at least allows the entity to continue to operate 
whilst it searches for other grants.  

A larger grant would be better for the BRICs trading body in that it guarantees greater longevity and 
allows for a better designed scheme. However, in the absence of a confirmed buyer the viability of the 
scheme is by no means certain and large capital injections may be hard to secure and the seed money 
approach could enable to entity to operate earlier.  

• Working capital is covered by revenue derived from the Buyer once a Buyer is ‘on-board’. This 
could either be: 

o Under a formal contract to carry out scheme management that is separate from the 
payments made to Sellers.  

o Alternatively, if payments to Sellers are channelled in some way through the entity, 
then the entity could take a margin on these payments to cover management costs.  

• Working capital is covered by an ongoing philanthropic donation or grant so there is no 
explicit transaction fee associated with participation, or else the external finance helps keep 
these costs low. Grant programmes may also be helpful simply to manage cashflow where 
landholder require funding upfront but buyers will not pay until delivery is verified.  

The first model is more financially transparent and would also offer the scheme a greater 
independence. Having an agreed management fee is also more transparent than extracting a variable 
margin, though both models are viable. The management-only contract is cleaner from a financial 
perspective because if payments from Buyer to Seller are channelled through the Manager, then the 
Manager becomes potentially responsible for client money depending on how the contract is struck. 
However, for some types of buyer it may be less feasible to expect an ongoing flow of funding. For 
developers it may be preferential for them to pay the full costs of the offset upfront rather than pay 
over time. In this circumstance it is more likely that a Back-to-Back route would be taken, with the 
Manager establishing contracts directly with landholders.   
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Further investigation involving legal counsel may be needed to clarify if the Manager is responsible for 
verify the activities undertaken by the seller. Legal issues associated with these circumstances can be 
avoided if the Buyer withholds payment to the Seller until such time as the Manager has verified that 
the Seller has carried out the activities as set out in the contract. In any case, it may be more 
appropriate for the payment arrangements from Buyer to Manager related to the costs of managing 
the scheme to be separate from the payments between Buyer and Seller as the majority of the costs 
incurred by the Manager will be before this payment occurs (design, approval, awarding contracts, 
verification) so to bundle the Manager’s compensation in with the Seller’s payment could pose an 
unreasonable liquidity constraint on the Manager. The precise details of this would be determined 
when the Buyer and Manager agree their own terms.  

The philanthropic model may incentivize greater uptake if costs to participants can be reduced as well 
as reducing liquidity risks to participants. Both models are mutually compatible, so a combination of 
both is feasible.  

2.5.3 Costs 

Costs will vary depending on the size and complexity of the scheme and it is difficult to estimate 
without a specific set up in mind for which costs could be itemized.  The proposed set up and costs 
will be clarified in WP3 and WP4. Generalising costs by reference to other schemes is challenging as 
no privately run schemes are open about these, whilst agri-environment schemes operate at a 
different scale so unit costs may non-comparable. EU rules on ‘simplified costs’ assume overheads of 
15% of grant award so this may be a useful benchmark.  

2.5.4 Corporate Structure and Financial Arrangements Conclusions  

Our understanding is that BRICs is intended on pursuing a social purpose that is focused on a specific 
community and is not seeking to profit from the scheme or expand its operation into other activities 
where it might intend to profit. A charitable or CIC route is probably the more appropriate model in 
these circumstances than establishing a standard limited company. However, we cannot advise on 
which type of structure is best and would recommend that BRICS take advice from a Chartered 
Accountant before deciding which structure to adopt.  

Prospective Buyers will likely have the strongest interest to take some stake in the entity, especially 
as they would still be liable for the schemes as Operator. This model might create conflicts if there 
were multiple buyers ‘competing’ for contracts in the same catchments. Whether any of the farm or 
environmental organisations represented could take on these roles may depend on any potential 
conflict of interest as well as limits to what they can do with their own funds. Other non-regulatory 
government entities could potentially have an interest, though this may be a concern for participating 
landholders who might prefer an arm’s length arrangement with government. However, if the entity 
is able to incorporate as a charity or CIC and can source its own capital independently of these 
stakeholders then it may be more appropriate to operate independently, perhaps appointing staff as 
the Steering Group sees fit.  

The exact financial arrangements will depend on the corporate structure, and a number of different 
approaches are feasible. A possible route would be: 

• Initial seed capital provided by shareholders or donors 

• If this is insufficient to establish a scheme up front and buyer finance is insufficient then BRICS 
applies for a grant (say, for example from WG to establish a pilot scheme) the grant would 
provide the ongoing working capital not just to manage that scheme but also to cover staff 
costs associated with advertising a full scheme to prospective Buyers.  
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• The flow of money between buyer, seller and manager will likely vary depending on the 
nature of the buyer and cannot be clarified at this stage.  

For the remainder of this document we assume that the BRICS trading body is able to access a range 
of philanthropic finance, is able to enter into contracts and its directors have limited liability.  

 Recommended Model 

2.6.1 Scheme Management 

• The recommended model for the scheme is Facilitator-Plus.  This is a model where the BRICs 
trading body can act either: 

o As a facilitator to the process but outside the contractual relationship between Buyer 
and Seller.  This model is likely to work well where the Buyer(s) are water companies, 
heavy industry or other activities where the pollution is associated with the 
operational phase. 

o As a back-to-back counterparty to both Buyer and Seller. This is likely to work better 
where the Buyer(s) are developers where is it preferable to receive payment up front, 
or where the Buyer is a government entity where it is preferable to avoid a direct 
contractual relationship with landholders. 

• Where feasible the BRICs trading body should take the facilitation only route to reduce 
regulatory, legal, credit, and financial risks.   

• The scheme could in time evolve to a true exchange model where Buyers and Sellers are not 
necessarily matched and the offset is considered on a holistic basis.  

• The preferred role for the BRICs trading body is Scheme Manager. The term Scheme Operator 
has already been used by NRW to refer to an entity which is liable for enforcement under the 
terms of a discharge permit, and this may not necessarily apply to the BRICs trading body.  

• A Scheme Manager performs the same tasks as a Scheme Operator but is not bound by the 
regulator in the event of scheme failure and acts in effect as an agent for the Operator.  

• The set of tasks required of a Scheme Manager are set out below along with a 
recommendation for how they are addressed.  

2.6.2 Corporate Structure and Financial Arrangements 

• The BRICs trading body is recommended to incorporate either as a Community Interest 
Company or else take on a charitable structure. Both structures would enable the entity to 
have limited liability, be able to employ staff and enter contracts, whilst at the same time 
being able to access a wider range of funding than a standard limited company. BRICS should 
seek independent advice as to which structure is most suitable.  

• The ownership model and identify of shareholders, directors (or trustees) will depend on the 
chosen corporate structure and requires further examination at a later stage. Care should be 
taken to avoid or minimize conflicts of interests when determining ownership and personnel.  

• The BRICs trading body would need initial capital to employ staff to work on grant applications 
and to engage with prospective Buyers (and Sellers). Thereafter it can be kept in operation by 
revenue from contracts with Buyers or from other grant or philanthropic sources if there is 
insufficient revenue to cover costs (especially at inception when transaction volume may be 
low).   
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• The number of staff and the roles they perform will depend on the extent to which the BRICs 
trading body intends to carry out tasks in its own right or to what extent they will be carried 
out by the Buyer and/or third parties. A leaner structure may be more prudent in the early 
phases where transaction volume and grants may not be sufficient to cover full staffing costs.  

• An estimation of the costs can be made when a more specific design is in mind and work 
packages can then be itemized.  
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3 IMPLEMENTATION STRUCTURES 

Drawing on UK guidance on PES scheme governance and ADAS’ previous experience of other schemes 
a range of possible more detailed implementation structures has been considered, most specially the 
EnTrade/Wessex Water model as reviewed in Appendix 4.  The considerations are: 

• Regulation and Process 

• Perpetuity and Long Term Sustainability 

• Risk Management 

 Regulation and Process  

3.1.1 Regulation 

NRW has set out draft rules for nutrient offsetting in Annex I. The rules stipulate that NRW has the 
right to pursue Scheme Operators for enforcement of permit requirements if the offsets fail to 
generate the required nutrient reductions. These rules are well-suited to a single Buyer-operated 
model where the Buyer is the permit-holder and Scheme Operator because other models would leave 
the Scheme Manager exposed to regulatory action. The BRICs trading body, acting as Scheme Manager 
can work with the Buyer to follow the 2 stage approval process. The application requirements are 
quite detailed and the BRICs trading body / Buyer will need to have done a considerable amount of 
preparatory work before it reaches this stage.  

The rules are less well-suited to other models: New buyers looking to participate in an existing offset 
scheme will require further elaboration of the rules regarding permit liability and approval process. A 
better model would be for developers pay the full costs up front and be allowed to discharge their 
obligations at that point. This will require further discussion with NRW.  Where the Buyer is subject to 
economic regulation (e.g. Ofwat, State Aid Rules) this may constrain the amount of funding available 
and how it is used. The Scheme Manager should be aware of these restrictions at the design phase.  

The rules are also not clear as to what happens if an offset is not regulatory or if the Buyer is acting 
from the perspective of public or private good. In this case, there is no permitting issue with respect 
to enforcement but there is still a reputational and environmental requirement that best practice is 
followed. This will require further discussion with NRW and WG as to whether such a scheme needs 
to be registered.  

3.1.2 Measures  

The set of measures and their modelled outcomes in the receiving catchment should be provided as 
part of the NRW approval process. The cost-effectiveness of these measures should also be calculated 
as it will often be a justification for why the catchment solution is preferable to the technical solution. 
It also helps to address efficiency risks, as discussed below. Co-benefits also need to be identified. 
Valuation is not a must in NRW rules but may be useful as part of stakeholder engagement activity or 
as a means of attracting co-funding. The list of suitable measures is examined in WP2.  

3.1.3 Transactions 

The process used to award transactions, implement and finance measures on receiving farms should 
be provided as part of the NRW approval document. There are a number of different models (e.g. 
fixed unit cost, negotiated agreement, auctions) with different benefits and drawbacks, and which 
model is best for which situation depends on a range of factors.  
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The timing and conditions under which payment is made can also vary, though landholders would 
need a minimum funding up front to cover capital costs. To what extent subsequent payments are 
subject to verified outputs or outcomes will depend on the model adopted and the feasibility of 
assessing for the measures specified. Where the BRICs trading body is acting as an intermediary it will 
need to consider liquidity risks if Buyers or grant funders can only pay subject to verified outputs or 
outcomes. This is best determined when there is an actual buyer in mind when the set of criteria 
required to decide the best model would be known.  

3.1.4 Legal and Enforcement 

A sample contract with landholders is required as part of the NRW approval document. Contracts 
should be simple and not overly long, but should cover important elements such as the work required, 
the conditions and timescale under which money will be paid, avoidance of duplication, enforcement 
action including any clawbacks, and what action will occur in the event of a change in farm ownership 
structure.  

The action to be taken in the event of landholder failing to comply or deliver needs to be included in 
the scheme design document. Although legal provisions are essential, experience from other schemes 
is that advice and support to landholders should be the first step, rather than going straight to 
litigation. The exact details can be refined at the scheme design phase but can be based on existing 
templates such as EnTrade, STEPS, Source to Tap (NI LIS).  

3.1.5 Monitoring and Evaluation 

Details or monitoring arrangements are required as part of the NRW approval document. The exact 
approach used does not need to be specified at this stage, but NRW expect Operators to compile 
frequent reports that assess the quality of implementation and less frequent reports that assess the 
quality of maintenance, both of which will need to be submitted to NRW.  

Types of evidence could include invoices, photos, remote sensing, and independent surveys and may 
vary depending on whether the scheme is paying by specifications or by outcomes.  

The scheme should also include a broader evaluation. This would include a monitoring regime to 
assess impacts, including a counterfactual catchment where possible. Information on attitudes and 
behaviours of participants which will help inform assessment of scheme in other ways (e.g. 
deadweight) should also be included.  This need not be supplied to NRW but will inform the evolution 
of the scheme.  

3.1.6 Support and Advice 

Support to participating landholder is an essential element of an effective scheme. The evidence from 
EnTrade/Wessex Water and other PES/AES schemes is that advice can often lead to better outcomes 
than enforcement. Water company led schemes always include a significant element of landholder 
support, including help with application and execution of agreements. This is either provided by water 
company catchment management or via an external organization (e.g. Wildlife Trust). A similar model 
is recommended here.  

3.1.7 Communications  

Pre-engagement with landholders and other stakeholders in the community is also essential and 
details of the arrangements are required by NRW in the approval pack.  The scheme should be well-
advertised to prospective landholders, but information should also be provided to the wider public, 
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journalists and NGOs to avoid loss of trust, misperceptions and prejudice about this kind of scheme 
(e.g. “license to trash”).  

3.1.8 Intermediation   

Where intermediaries or other third parties are used to carry out activities required in the design 
document, this should be highlighted in the NRW design document. Third parties may be useful to 
perform standalone aspects of the process where the BRICs trading body cannot justify employing 
competent employees, or where independence may be an important aspect.  Example tasks that could 
be outsourced include: 

• Design. External support may be necessary to produce a scheme that meets NRW 
requirements (especially regarding expected changes in nutrient levels).  

• Brokerage. If a wider pool or landholders or buyers is needed beyond the easy reach of the 
BRICS stakeholder group.  

• Transaction Process. If a more complex process such as a reverse auction is envisaged 

• Monitoring and Evaluation. Use of an independent organization may mean a more robust 
process.  

• Support, Advice and Communications. It may be more effective to use an independent body 
to provide this  

 

 Perpetuity and Long Term Sustainability 

3.2.1 Perpetuity 

Perpetuity means that any offset created by the scheme lasts as long as the additional pollution or 
damage done, and this might mean that the offset is permanent. The approach used to achieve this 
depends on the type of measure and impact on land use. Measures with limited land use change are 
better suited to short-term rolling contracts, linked to a permit which is renewed on a similar basis. 
Measures with a significant land use change are better suited to long term contracts where perpetuity 
is created by legal restrictions on reversion.  

3.2.2 Uncertainty and Reserve 

Measures funded can fail to deliver the expected outcomes at certain sites or even across the entire 
scheme for a variety of issues. Some of these issues are within the landholder’s control and can 
potentially be rectified through advice or enforcement. Others may be beyond the landholder’s 
control. Expected outcomes are the central estimates of a modelling process where the outcomes are 
in fact distributed according to a probability distribution. NRW takes this uncertainty into account by 
adjusting the required amount of offset by an uncertainty ratio. If the performance is not sufficient to 
meet the adjusted amount of offset then enforcement can take place.  

A reserve builds a buffer above and beyond the NRW requirement, allowing for some sites to fail or 
underperform due to unresolvable issues (e.g. extreme weather) and is a prudent approach to 
minimise the risk of scheme failure.  
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 Risk Management 

The following tables set out a number of risks associated with nutrient trading schemes. These have 
been identified by reference to work carried out on previous schemes by members of the project 
group as well as by reference to the wider PES and offset literature.  For ease of presentation they 
have been broken down into tables where the first table concerns risks that affect the effectiveness 
of the scheme in delivering its objectives, the second concerns risks that affect the cost-effectiveness 
of the scheme, and the third represent risks that may cause the scheme or elements of it to fail 
entirely.  

3.3.1 Ineffective Outcomes 

The following are risks where the scheme still operates but delivers ineffective outcomes, meaning 
that the nutrients released by the buyer(s) may not be sufficiently offset.  

Item Meaning  

Non-compliance A seller does not carry out the specified work.   

Non-delivery A seller has carried out the work as specified but fell short of desired / 
anticipated outcome. 

Force majeure Contract cannot be fulfilled due to natural or unavoidable catastrophe that 
interrupts the expected course of events (e.g. extreme weather).  

Perpetuity  The environmental gain from offset does not last as long as environmental 
loss associated with permit or planning permission. 

How these risks could be addressed are discussed as follows.   

Non-Compliance 

Scheme Manager will need to be in regular contact with regulator to ensure it is aware as and when 
rules have changed so that it can adapt the scheme as necessary for the Buyer. NRW have indicated 
they will review permits every 4 years so legacy contracts could be grandfathered. Less of an issue in 
voluntary transactions or government backed transactions. Buyer can reduce risk with shorter 
duration contracts which are then re-awarded, break clauses or else more complex contractual 
structures. 

Non-delivery 

Payment structures should be gradated to ensure some payment is retained to incentivize outcome 
as well as output. Evidence from other schemes is that outcome-based approaches can be welcomed 
by farmers if desired outcomes are clear and achievable. (E.g. Burren, Hen Harrier schemes in Ireland). 
An uncertainty ratio is mandatory under NRW’s draft position statement but this cannot be used to 
compensate for non-compliance or extreme events (see force majeure). A reserve could also be used 
to address these issues. 

Force Majeure 

This should be covered by a clause in contractual structure but what is included might vary from buyer 
to buyer. There is already a precedent for this from other PES and AES agreements, though Buyers 
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should be aware that it does not protect them from the Regulator, so a reserve approach may be 
prudent. 

Perpetuity 

Contractual terms can either be set to very long term (more suitable to planning situation), or the 
scheme can be revised every few years (NRW proposes a 4 year cycle for permits) and the Buyer will 
reoffer a series of shorter term contracts to Sellers.  

3.3.2 Inefficient Use of Funds 

The following are risks where the desired outcome is met in terms of offsetting pollutants but the use 
of the buyers’ funds is inefficient, meaning that a larger amount of offset could have been achieved 
for the same spend or the same offset could have been achieved with less outlay.  

Item Meaning  

Deadweight Sellers are paid for activities they would have undertaken in the absence of 
the scheme.  

Duplication Sellers are paid for activities for which they are already receiving funding 
under another scheme.  

How these risks could be addressed are discussed as follows.   

Deadweight 

BRICS should establish an evaluation programme to understand how great a problem this is. It is more 
likely to be an issue in oversubscribed schemes and value for money can be improved in negotiated 
or auction models.  However, there is a balance to be struck between designing a scheme that is 
popular and easy to implement versus a scheme that is unpopular because the requirements are too 
onerous.  

Duplication 

The main conflict would likely be with the future land management scheme (i.e. Sustainable Farming 
Scheme). This would be covered by the contractual structure and application process (no payment for 
same work already funded under another scheme).  It does rely initially on Seller honesty but the 
Scheme Manager would maintain a trade register against which duplication could be checked against 
public records if the issue were suspected.  

3.3.3 Systemic Failure 

The following are risks that may lead to reduced uptake of the scheme or the failure of the scheme to 
operate at all.  Whether this increases pollution or simply maintains the status quo depends on 
whether the scheme failure occurs after the polluting activity has already occurred.  Even if no 
additional pollution is created there may still be economic costs incurred to stakeholders due to 
money invested in the development of the scheme. Furthermore, there may be wider opportunity 
costs if developments cannot progress due to a nutrient level threshold.  
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Item Meaning 

Regulatory 
Baseline 

Regulation governing permits, farm management, or economic regulation of 
operators changes with implications for the set of measures included, and the 
validity of existing or new contracts.  

Credit Buyer or Scheme Manager default on payment obligations to Seller or third 
parties.  

Reputational Trust is lost in the scheme leading to reduced interest from participants and 
lower chance of regulatory approval.  

Non-Viability There is insufficient demand from prospective buyers and/or sellers to 
initiate trading. Or, a critical element is absent from the scheme that prevents 
trading from occurring even if there is sufficient demand.  

How these risks could be addressed is discussed as follows.   

Regulatory Baseline 

The Scheme Manager will need to be in regular contact with regulator to ensure it is aware as and 
when rules have changed so that it can adapt the scheme as necessary for the Buyer. NRW have 
indicated they will review permits every 4 years so legacy contracts could be grandfathered and this 
is less of an issue in voluntary transactions or government backed transactions. The Buyer can reduce 
risk with shorter duration contracts which are then re-awarded, break clauses or else more complex 
contractual structures. 

Credit  

A credit event for the Buyer and/or Scheme Manager would jeopardise delivery of the agreement and 
aspects such as monitoring/evaluation outsourced to third parties. This would be covered by 
contractual structure to some degree and avoided in shorter duration contracts. If there is concern 
raised for longer term agreements, a financial intermediary might be needed to offer a guarantee. 

Reputational 

The Scheme Manager must engage continually with all stakeholders (c.f. EnTrade / Wessex), manage 
other risks well to minimize other issues and positively promote its brand.  

Non-Viability 

If there is a lack of interest from Sellers then this may indicate that scheme terms / conditions and 
unattractive. The Manager should consider if terms or measures too complex and if payment levels 
are reasonable. Alternative revisit and improve the engagement strategy with farm groups. If there is 
a lack of interest from Buyers in the offset market it may mean that the Regulator is not linking permits 
to catchment solutions. If there is a lack of interest from other Buyers it may mean that they are not 
aware of possibility and likely cost-effectiveness of catchment solutions. This can be addressed 
through engagement and investment in modelling work.  
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 Recommended Model 

The following is a brief summary of the recommended model for implementation. Detail on exactly 
how various aspects are carried out will be provided in subsequent WPs.  

3.4.1 Regulation and Process 

 Follow the NRW approval process for regulatory nutrient offsets. Establish different processes 
for other types of Buyer and outcome in conjunction with NRW, WG and Buyers.  

 The set of measures and their cost-effectiveness for the Cleddau catchment should be 
addressed in WP2 and WP3.  

 At this stage there are too many unknown factors to make a recommendation on the 
transaction process and this will be considered WP4.   

 A legal template should be developed based on other schemes, but emphasis should be placed 
on ‘soft’ enforcement through advice and support mechanisms.  

 The exact form of monitoring should be in WP2 and WP3, and the scheme should be subject 
to a robust evaluation at a higher level.  

 Support to participating landholders is an essential element of an effective scheme and should 
a priority in the scheme design.  

 Pre-engagement with landholders and other stakeholders in the community is also essential 

 Consider outsourcing scheme design, brokerage, transaction process, monitoring/evaluation, 
and support/advice/comms to third parties where resourcing is not feasible internally and 
where independence may be valued by Buyer, Seller and Regulator. External support may be 
necessary to produce a scheme that meets NRW requirements (especially regarding expected 
changes in nutrient levels).  

3.4.2 Perpetuity and Long Term Sustainability 

 Use short term rolling contracts for measures with limited land use change, linked to a 
renewable permit.   

 Use long term contracts for measures with significant land use change where perpetuity is 
created by legal restrictions on reversion.  

 NRW requires an ‘uncertainty’ ratio to cover model limitations but a further trading reserve 
ratio should be included to cover external factors beyond the model predictions (e.g. extreme 
weather).  

3.4.3 Risk Management 

 Non-Compliance. Shorter duration contracts which are then re-awarded, break clauses or else 
more complex contractual structures as well as regular engagement with NRW.  

 Non-Delivery. Gradated, staggered payments and trading reserves.  

 Force Majeure. Contractual structure and trading reserves.  

 Perpetuity. Very long term contracts (more suitable to planning situation), or rolling contracts 
(for discharge permit linked) 
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 Deadweight. Establish an evaluation programme and review.  

 Duplication. Set up and maintain a trade register that can be checked against other schemes.  

 Regulatory Baseline. Shorter, rolling contracts or more complex contracts. Prior agreement 
with regulator (grandfathering).  

 Credit. Contractual structure, gradated payments and shorter, rolling contracts. Use of 
financial intermediary to guarantee longer term obligations.  

 Reputational. Continual engagement, use of trusted intermediaries, manage other risks well 
to minimize other issues and positively promote brand.  

 Non-Viability. Review scheme complexity and payment levels. Improve engagement with 
Sellers and Buyers. Ensure regulator is linking permits to catchment solutions.   
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APPENDIX I: NRW DRAFT POSITION STATEMENT 

Pending confirmation from NRW 
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APPENDIX II: BRICS TRADING PLATFORM PERCEPTIONS 
SURVEY 2018 

Question 1 & 2: What is your interest in the buying and selling of ecosystem services? 

What is your interest in the buying and selling of 

ecosystem services? 

Supply side Buyer side Intermediary 

Adam Dutton Office for National Statistics   Prospective 

Angus Middleton Viridian Logic   Prospective 

Anne Gray The Heather Trust   Prospective 

Ann Rooney Woodland Trust Prospective   

Charles Cowap  Prospective Prospective Active 

C Goulding Inland Fisheries Ireland Active  Active 

DKV Marsh Independent Economist have 

worked with Natural England, 

Rivers Trust etc 

Prospective Prospective Prospective 

Emma Rothero Floodplain Meadows 

Partnership, Open University 

Prospective   

Grahamn Esson Perth & Kinross Council   Prospective 

Heather Webb Promar International   Prospective 

Marco Franzoi Scottish Natural Heritage  Active Prospective 

Lesley-Jane 

Powell 

Landmark Associates Ltd. Active   

Roger Pullin The Irish Sea Centre   Prospective 

Steven Lambert SES Water  Prospective  

Tom Mckenna Scottish Natural Heritage   Prospective 

Anonymous Natural England   Prospective 

Anonymous Consultancy   Prospective 

Anonymous Argyll and Bute Council   Active 

Anonymous academic Prospective Prospective  

mailto:angus@viridianlogic.com
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What is your interest in the buying and selling of 

ecosystem services? 

Supply side Buyer side Intermediary 

Anonymous Personal.   Prospective 

Anonymous Brecon Beacons National Park 

Authority 

Prospective   

Anonymous University of Dundee / Tweed 

Forum 

Prospective Prospective Prospective 

Anonymous Individual capacity   Prospective 

Anonymous    Prospective 

Anonymous Medway Valley Countryside 

Partnership 

Prospective  Prospective 
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Question 3 & 4: In your view, what are the principal challenges in the creation of new platforms for 

trading ecosystem services? 

 

Lowest score is the highest priority  
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Adam Dutton 3 5 1 2 4 6 

Angus Middleton 5 4 2 1 6 3 

Anne Gray 2 5 4 3 1 6 

Ann Rooney 3 5 2 1 6 4 

Charles Cowap 2 1 3 4 5 6 

C Goulding 1 5 6 4 2 3 
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D Marsh 3 5 2 1 6 4 

Emma Rothero 3 1 5 6 4 2 

Graham Esson 2 1 6 4 5 3 

Heather Webb 4 3 2 6 1 5 

Marco Franzoi 5 6 2 3 1 4 

Powell.Lesley-Jane 2 4 6 3 1 5 

Roger Pullin 2 6 3 4 1 5 

Steven Lambert 2 1 3 5 6 4 

Tom McKenna 1 6 5 4 3 2 

Natural England 5 1 6 4 2 3 

Consultancy 2 6 5 3 1 4 

Argyll and Bute Council 1 3 4 2 5 6 

Academic 2 6 3 4 1 5 

Personal. 5 1 4 2 6 3 

Brecon Beacons National Park Authority 6 3 1 2 4 5 

University of Dundee / Tweed Forum 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Individual capacity 4 2 1 5 6 3 

  5 1 4 6 3 2 

Medway Valley Countryside Partnership 2 6 5 1 3 4 

AVERAGES 2.92 3.56 3.52 3.36 3.52 4.12 
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Please explain your answers above. For instance, if commenting on regulatory challenges, what changes 

need to be made? 

Adam 

Dutton 

Office for 

National 

Statistics 

Finding buyers is by far the hardest challenge. Either there is a plurality of 

beneficiaries who can't be pinned down or else there might be a single or few 

buyers who don't want to pay polluters.  

Angus 

Middleton Viridian Logic 

Aligning government funding with private investment. Making net gain 

mandatory for development. Widen Flood Re remit to include flood 

resilience improvements. 

Anne Gray 

The Heather 

Trust 

I think there are both buyers and suppliers interested in trading ecosystem 

services, but buyers need to be confident that they are really buying what 

appears to be on offer, and sellers need tools to allow them to quantify and 

therefore give buyers this confidence. 

Ann 

Rooney 

Woodland 

Trust 

Currently buyers don't need to be buyers, they are recipients for free.  Unless 

there is regulatory change I don't think we'll achieve the mechanisms to close 

that loop and set an expectation to pay.  Having said that, we won't get that 

regulatory or market framework until there are more examples or tests 

happening. 

Charles 

Cowap  

Setting up the necessary contractual arrangements is a big challenge in 

private contractual pes arrangements along with associated land tenure 

issues 

C Goulding 

Inland Fisheries 

Ireland 

Monetising ecosystems services may mean that services are valued according 

to subjective "market" considerations and laws of supply and demand, rather 

than their worth to the natural environment. It is important not to lose sight 

of the fact that the economy is a sub-set of the environment, and not the 

other way around. 

DKV Marsh 

Independent 

Economist have 

worked with 

Natural 

England, Rivers 

Trust etc 

Assessment of the relative importance of challenges/constraints is complex. 

I know a lot about this area but struggle to provide a meaningful ranking 

without more specific information 

Emma 

Rothero 

Floodplain 

Meadows 

Partnership, 

Open 

University 

Government needs to strongly signal that this is worth it for farmers. In terms 

of supplying (say) floodplain capacity, farmers need surety that their land will 

be valued in this way over long time periods. 

Heather 

Webb 

Promar 

International 

Challenges around placing a monetary value on ecosystem services appear 

to be a major block. Also delineating and separating different ecosystem 

services (clean water versus clean air) that benefit and proportioning value 

mailto:angus@viridianlogic.com
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when many actions contribute to both.   Perhaps a whole of system approach 

needed? Overall health and resilience of ecosystem valued rather than each 

individual service.  A strong marketplace is essential to attract investment.  

Monitoring also essential to demonstrate improvements and change towards 

a more desirable state. 

Marco 

Franzoi SNH 

The current issue is to provide evidence of specific benefits/avoided costs 

that businesses could achieve through investing in natural capital.  

Lesley-Jane 

Powell 

Landmark 

Associates Ltd. 

Lack of official recognition systems in place and regulation for recompense - 

transition time for new business models.   

Roger 

Pullin 

The Irish Sea 

Centre  

It's very early days for all aspects. For regulators, prospective buyers and 

sellers and all concerned, convincing cases have to be made and awareness 

built for action to grow 

Steven 

Lambert SES Water 

PES schemes do not result in the guaranteed outcomes required by 

Regulators - so some accommodation is necessary. Suppliers may also 

deliver, but will the outcomes be as expected? I had trouble completing the 

drop down boxes btw, as choose one and it deletes two others - and I can't 

submit this form until all have values in them, so while finally all have values, 

none now represent my answers..? 

Tom 

Mckenna 

Scottish 

Natural 

Heritage 

Ensuring that an efficient method of trading ES is in place will be the most 

difficult challenge. When adding new ES then it will be difficult to ensure all 

the markets are efficient and well weighted and won't create unintended 

consequences. 

 

Natural 

England 

Setting up a system that provides clarity for local authorities and developers 

can be difficult without over simplifying the problem.  A strategic solution like 

this would be great to see working as there are similar issues in other areas. 

 Consultancy  

 

Argyll and Bute 

Council 

The science needs to be secure in a way that engages suppliers and buyers. 

Regulation needs to be underpinned by the science.  

 Academic 

a relevant challenge for many ES is to demonstrate additionality (results-

based outcomes) with an acceptable degree of certainty, and considering 

easy- and cheap to-apply verification approaches.  

 Personal  

 

Brecon Beacons 

National Park 

Authority 

Looks unlikely to be a major solution because "investors" won't get added 

cash back, so they lose capital.  Relying on cash as the lubricant might prove 

a fool's errand; perhaps an alternative approach based on local supply chains, 

local bartering (you do this, I'll do this in return) between co-operating 

interests might prove more fruitful. 
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University of 

Dundee / 

Tweed Forum 

without a 'proven' evidence base costs and benefits cannot be adequately 

demonstrated 

  

Suppliers do not necessarily understand and commit to the level of detail 

required to successfully manage ecosystem services. It is viewed as easy 

money without sufficient knowledge to ensure it works. 

 

Medway Valley 

Countryside 

Partnership More certainty   
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Question 5 & 6: Do you think that you or organisations you work with (such as members or clients) 

will be using trading platforms for ecosystem services in the next 5 years? 

 

 

Please explain your answers above. For instance, if commenting on regulatory challenges, what changes 

need to be made? 

Adam 

Dutton 

Office for 

National 

Statistics 

Occasionally I really don't know. It is easy to be cynical but in the right 

circumstances these things could expand rapidly. 

Angus 

Middleton 

Viridian Logic Frequently It is the way forward and Defra's ELMS should foster this 

approach 

Anne Gray The Heather 

Trust 

Occasionally If the question was in the next ten to fifteen years, then I 

would have answered frequently, but I think the market 

will still be developing in 5-years time.  We need the 

changes being brought forward in rural support policy to be 

in place first. 

Ann 

Rooney 

Woodland 

Trust 

Occasionally Carbon trading market. 

Charles 

Cowap 

 Occasionally  

C Goulding Inland Fisheries 

Ireland 

Occasionally This is such a new paradigm that the shape or format of 

trade in ecosystems services is impossible to predict. Does 

it get traded like any other commodity, like coffee or 

metals? Who controls and regulates the trade, particularly 

in an international context? Is it even desirable?   There are 

mailto:angus@viridianlogic.com
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many conceptual issues to overcome before the 

introduction of a successful, workable trading mechanism. 

What about basic human requirements, like clean water? 

Trade in ES may happen, but in the timeframe above it will 

gradual and limited. 

DKV Marsh Independent 

Economist have 

worked with 

Natural 

England, Rivers 

Trust etc 

Occasionally It is the middle answer. My real answer is I don't know 

Emma 

Rothero 

Floodplain 

Meadows 

Partnership, 

Open 

University 

Occasionally It is hard to know. It doesn't happen currently as far as I am 

aware and the farming industry can change very slowly. It 

needs to be driven by policy and finance. many people in 

the sector are sceptical about the principle (conservation 

sector). We would be working with landowners and 

conservation sector to supply floodplain capacity and 

nutrient filtering, biodiversity, pollinator services, carbon 

storage etc, but who is going to pay for those? So I am not 

convinced that this is going to be widely used without 

strong government steer and financing. 

GC Esson perth&Kinross 

Council 

Occasionally  

Heather 

Webb 

Promar 

International 

Occasionally It seems a growing area of interest. 

Marco 

Franzoi 

SNH Occasionally I believe it will take time because it would involve a change 

in mindset for most companies and farmers. Incentives are 

also lacking in many occasions. 

Lesley-Jane 

Powell 

Landmark 

Associates Ltd. 

Occasionally Lack of understanding and thus recognition, of the 

ecosystem services provided by the natural world so 

valuation cannot be assessed. 

Roger 

Pullin 

The Irish Sea 

Centre (ISC) 

Ltd. Charity No. 

1257 Isle of 

Mann 

Occasionally We are a new Centre, just building our plans and 

partnerships. We seek to be an information hub for all 

sectors using the Irish Sea ecosystem 

Steven 

Lambert 

SES Water Frequently With a limited budget, on-line auctions offer an efficient 

way of obtaining the best value for money. Trading 

platforms do not necessarily prescribe the actions required 

to be taken, but can allow suppliers to state what they are 

able to do and what this will deliver, which seems to be a 

far better approach. Trading platforms also enable the 
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development of a market cost for actions taken. I think 

such platforms will be increasingly used in future 

Tom 

Mckenna 

Scottish 

Natural 

Heritage 

Occasionally I think occasionally and not at all are equally likely 

depending on the incentives or legislation requiring it are 

put in place quickly and effectively. 

 Natural 

England 

Occasionally We may not be using them directly but could see that 

working with partners we might indirectly as part of our 

work to ensure nutrient neutrality for new developments 

and no impacts on designated sites. 

 Consultancy Frequently Water companies have an interest in this 

 Argyll and Bute 

Councl 

Occasionally This is based on informed decisions. 

 academic Frequently A research case studies 

 Personal. Occasionally  

 Brecon Beacons 

National Park 

Authority 

Not at all The UK has already been talking about PES for more than 

five years.  Apart from the Woodland Carbon Code, we 

have very little to show for this; so five years will pass very 

quickly. 

 University of 

Dundee / 

Tweed Forum 

Frequently It is the way things are going, and we are very much in the 

van trialing and learning from others 

 Individual 

capacity 

Frequently  

  Occasionally The need to build catchment resilience to climate change 

and extreme rainfall events will drive natural flood 

management. There is also overlap with the possible 

introduction of biodiversity metrics as part of the planning 

system. 

 Medway Valley 

Countryside 

Partnership 

Not at all Not sure it'll be widespread enough in 5 years for our 

involvement 
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APPENDIX III: BRICS REQUIREMENTS (TAKEN FROM THE EEP) 

 Requirement BRICS Sub Group 

comments/notes 

1 Geographic context Milford Haven & Cleddau Catchment, 

Pembs 

 

2 Desired environmental 

outcomes 

A specified reduction in quantity of 

nutrients (N, P) entering the SAC 

Net gain in biodiversity.  

 

3 Payment on Actions or 

Outcomes? 

Actions with modelled environmental 

outcome (water q)  

Actions with measured environmental 

outcome (biodiversity)  

 

4 Areas excluded for 

environmental reasons 

Not specified  

5 Set of management 

actions 

To be determined  

6 Set of capital items To be determined  

7 Farm / Land Eligibility 
 Registered farm business (CRN, 

LPIS)  

 Sole claimant of CAP aid 

schemes  

 Must have management control 

for at least 10year (or duration 

of contract) or have a Landlord 

Indemnity arrangement  

 Parcel must be located in MH 

and C catchment  

 Parcel can be in another 

scheme but only if benefits will 

be additional 

 Parcel can be in a designated 

area but must have NRW 

approval  

 

8 Number eligible and 

participating 

TBC how many farms would be actually 

eligible?? 

 

9 Public, private, third 

sector buyer  

All. Model must be able to allow all 

three. Presumably government and 

private sector could be either offset or 

PES buyer. Third sector more likely a PES 

buyer and generally not a developer.  N.b. 
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 Requirement BRICS Sub Group 

comments/notes 

the EEP report does not specify exactly 

how this to be achieved.  

10 PES or offsetting Both. Model must be able to take both 

“offset” and “PES” buyers. N.b. the EEP 

report does not specify exactly how this 

can be achieved.  

 

11 Ratio 2:1 and 4:1 discussed as a ratio (for 

offsets). No mention of a ratio for those 

simply buying credits to retire them (i.e. 

PES) 

 

12 Who operates the 

scheme? 

Credit exchange that:  

 Establishes trading standards 

 Sets pricing 

 Determines eligibility 

 Interfaces between parties 

 Monitors scheme, tracks trades 

and verifies farm activities 

 Is funded by a levy or some 

other fee on participants 

 Is approved and overseen by a 

regulatory agency 

 

13 Who are the contracting 

parties? 

The model proposed appears to be one 

where counterparties face the exchange 

and buy/sell credits rather than face each 

other. (N.b. some exchanges are more 

like brokerages) 

 

14 Who regulates the 

scheme 

A relevant authorities group (RAG) does 

this. This might include:  

 An environmental regulator is 

required to oversee the scheme 

(presumably NRW).  

 There may also be a requirement for 

economic and financial regulators. 

The economic regulator would be 

required if an organisation with a 

de-facto monopoly (e.g. a water 

company) is acting as buyer (Ofwat). 

What other kind of regulation might 

be required in an exchange set up?   

 NRW is already a stakeholder in 

BRICS.  
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 Requirement BRICS Sub Group 

comments/notes 

 T&C of BRICS make clear that will 

only pay for work >= reg min. 

15 Regulatory baseline New ag pollution rules coming in place for 

Wales (in effect whole country WPZ)  

 

16 Conflict with other 

schemes 

Would need to work with whatever 

successor is to Glastir 

 

17 Upfront funding and 

financial risk  

Conservation credit models create a 

funding mismatch and credit risk for the 

exchange unless they are ‘seeded’.  The 

proposal is to ‘seed’ BRICS with enough 

money that it can pay the first tranche of 

farmers. It is not clear where the seed 

money comes from or whether it will 

need to be repaid. If the money comes 

from organisations that would in any case 

be likely to be future buyers of credits 

then the money would not need to be 

repaid. But, if the bank is seeded through 

say a green bond or some other finance 

then that’s a different story.  

 

18 Payments and cashflow Not specified, but could incorporate both 

annual payments for management and 

upfront payment for capital items. 

 

19 Legal form of contract TBC.  

20 Duration of agreement A 10-year contract (with 5yr break 

clause). 

 

21 Compliance / 

enforceability of 

contracts 

Contracts will include various clauses 

standard in other schemes on record 

keeping, inspection, penalties for breach. 

Not clear what the compliance 

enforceability etc would be ON the 

exchange FROM buyers. I.e. could e.g. 

DCWW sue the exchange if it felt that the 

exchange was not selling bona fide 

credits?  What financial implications for 

the exchange if this was to occur? 

 

22 Transferability In the EEP document it is stated that if 

land is transferred, new owner can decide 

to close out the contract, as they can 

currently do in AES  
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 Requirement BRICS Sub Group 

comments/notes 

23 Process of awarding 

contracts once funding 

available 

Reverse auction (multiple actions, 

objectives)  

 

24 Decision RA process, subject to either a budgetary 

or environmental target being met.  

 

25 Time window or ad hoc 

applications? 

Fixed time window due to RA model 

proposed 

 

26 Application Online (recommended)  

27 Appeals Not discussed  

28 Monitoring & Evaluation Set up a water quality monitoring 

network to sample over time. Location of 

points to reflect uptake/non-uptake.  

 

29 Promotion Through farm visits, events, industry 

journals, extension of existing catchment 

management etc.  
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APPENDIX IV: GAP ANALYSIS OF ENTRADE WITH RESPECT TO 
BRICS REQUIREMENTS 

The above understanding of the situational and regulatory framework, and the previous work 
undertaken as part of the EEP (ANNEX III) has provided a vision for how the BRICS scheme might 
operate in the Milford Haven (MH) catchments. The objective of this section is to establish to what 
gaps exist between the BRICs vision and the EnTrade model and how they might be bridged.  

For the purposes of this summary, we break scheme design into five broad elements: environmental 
settings, land managers, buyers, governance, and processes. The detailed gap analysis of the areas 
upon which the EnTrade model could be improved can be found in Annex II.  

Environmental Settings 

 The drivers for Wessex Water (WW) and other water companies are specifically N (and now 
P) reductions set by the Environment Agency (EA). These need to be clearly set out for MH by 
NRW.  

 Need to include new measures for P AND greater spatial targeting. This will include some 
capital items (not currently considered in EnTrade).  

 No legal driver for biodiversity in EnTrade at moment, more a part of WW overall biodiversity 
strategy. PES / AES more effective when single outcome focussed. Better to focus on water 
quality first.  

 EnTrade has refined models for N for actions in scheme, calibrated to field scale; but new 
models needed to P. Also need to calibrate to catchment and actions chosen.  

 Some areas not viable for scheme due to catchment dynamics (chalk). Need to assess for MH.  

 

Land Managers 

 EnTrade can be scaled up to a larger catchment but the advice/support cannot. Must ensure 
that catchment management support is equivalent per farm to what is now in WW (n.b. 
additional cost).  

 Most BRICS eligibility requirements are standard across schemes, but EnTrade operates on 
shorter duration contracts so long term tenure requirement not applicable (see below).  

 

Buyers 

 EnTrade successfully incorporated Natural England, but at arms’ length (so they face WW 
rather than farmers and don’t know which farmer they are funding). But only as a pilot. More 
work needed to explore how this could be scaled / adapted to NRW or WG – and may depend 
on future public money for public goods model.  

 EnTrade not yet able to incorporate offset money (e.g. from local authority s106).  One to 
three year contracts only so cannot establish permanence. Might be possible with inclusion 
of capital items (e.g. integrated constructed wetlands) but need enhancements to modelling 
(Farmscoper) to calculate mitigation.  

 EnTrade could change to a ratio (e.g. 2:1, 4:1) but see point above re: mitigation to determine 
that.  
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Governance 

 EnTrade could operate as is if it were a broker, but would require a new company to be 
established to run a credit exchange (as proposed in BRICS).  

 Issues with the risk sharing model if run as an exchange and/or a cap/trade model and new 
company acts as a counterparty to both buyer and seller. Not sure how it could work without 
greater regulatory burden on land managers. EnTrade might pilot a cap/trade in Poole 
Harbour in the future to inform this, but no answers at moment.  

 EnTrade model relies on strong and clear regulatory position (EA, OfWAT) that places much of 
the burden on water co. Can this be replicated with NRW, OfWAT, DCWW?  

 EnTrade avoids a lot of problems (e.g. change in regulatory baseline, change in land tenure) 
by running short duration contracts for management agreements. Could this be a starting 
point for BRICS?   

 WW runs the financial risk for regulatory changes on contracts struck over AMP cycle. 
Presumably same for other water company schemes (e.g. Severn Trent Environmental 
Payments Schemes (STEPS)). Would DCWW accept this?    

 Most water company investments are debt funded, so if DCWW can raise money then could 
pre-fund scheme. Environmental Impact “Bonds” arranged by Triodos might be a solution. 
Might be more challenging if operating entity is not an established borrower.  

 EnTrade contract with farmer is a simple one page document. May need to be reworked if 
longer term agreements required or permanence is important (e.g. covenants, and to deal 
with land title / tenancy changes) but precedent to follow in agri-environment contracts or 
other schemes (e.g. STEPS).  

 

Process 

 Reverse auction model works because scheme is oversubscribed. If not, then better to move 
to simpler fixed payment or even ad hoc model. Wouldn’t be a problem to incorporate in 
EnTrade as this is how the metaldehyde for ferric phosphate action works.  

 WW has a broader water quality monitoring programme but assessment of the scheme per 
se is based on modelled estimates of N for action by parcel. This is what is reported to EA and 
EA has not challenged these. NRW would also need to be comfortable.  

 Land manager paid upon submission of photo + form to evidence satisfactory delivery. Most 
sites also physically visited by catchment management team, so additional costs that need to 
be factored into BRICS business plan. Remote sensing being studied at moment as an 
alternative.  
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APPENDIX V: COMPLETE LIST OF BRICS CONSORTIUM 
STAKEHOLDERS 

 

Organisation Name 

Chair Peter Davies 

PLANED Ged Davies 

PLANED Emma Taylor 

PCF Paul Renfro 

Welsh Water Steven Bradley 

FUW Rebecca Voyle 

NFU Peter Howells 

NFU Clare Morgan 

NFU Jeff Evans 

PCNPA Michel Regulous 

RWE Generation UK Ltd. Ben Williams 

MHPA Jonathan Monk 

Pembrokeshire Nature Partnership (PNP) Ant Rogers 

WG SMS Team Gareth Davies 

First Milk/Dairy Farmer Mike Smith 

Puffin Produce Stephen Mathias 

NRW Bob Phillips 

NRW Matt Lowe 

NRW John Gossage 

NRW Rob Mc Call 

Pembrokeshire Machinery Ring (PMR) Joanne Davies 

PCC Sara Morris 

Pembs Marine SAC SACRAG Sue Burton 

Agrovista Lyndon Harris 

FWAG Bob Merriman 

Greenseas Resources Ltd. Joseph Kidd 

EKN Bruce Howard 

CLA tbc 

CLA Rhianne Jones 

Rivers Trust Jim Wallwork 

Rivers Trust Liz Price 

National Trust Andrew Tuddenham 

Farming Connect Delana Davies 

Farming Connect Rebecca Summons 

Farming Connect Susie Morgan 

Farming Connect Rhiannon James 

UWTSD Dr Alex Bell 

 


